9. We Are All One, All Equal
Oneness
1. The forgiven ARE the means of Atonement. Those released by Christ
must join in releasing their brothers, for this is the plan of Atonement.
T1.III.3
2. It should be noted that God HAS begotten only One Son. If you
believe that all of the Souls that God created ARE His Sons, and if you
also believe that the Sonship is One, then every Soul Must be a Son of
God, or an integral part of the Sonship. The Sonship in its Oneness
DOES transcend the sum of its parts. However it loses this special state
as long as any of its parts are missing.
T2.VII.6
3. The union of the Sonship is its protection. The ego cannot prevail
against the Kingdom, BECAUSE it is united, and the ego fades away
and is undone in the presence of the attraction of the parts of the
Sonship, which hear the call of the Holy Spirit to be as One. T5.IV.1
4. EVERYTHING meets in God, because everything was created BY Him
and IN Him. God created His Sons by extending His Thought and
retaining the extensions of His Thought in His Mind. All His Thoughts
are thus perfectly united within themselves and with each other because
they were created neither partially nor in part. The Holy Spirit enables
you to PERCEIVE THIS WHOLENESS NOW. You can no more pray for
yourselves alone than you can find joy for yourself alone. Prayer is a
restatement of INCLUSION.
T6.II.8
5. We begin the journey back by setting out TOGETHER, and gather in
our brothers (and sisters) as we CONTINUE together.
T8.VI.1
6. Alone we can do nothing, but TOGETHER our wills fuse into
something whose power is far beyond the power of its separate parts.
T8.VI.8
7. Our function is to function together, because apart from each other we
cannot function at all. The whole power of God’s Son lies in all of us, but
not in any of us alone.
T8VI.8
8. Nothing beyond yourself can make you fearful or loving, because
nothing IS beyond you.
T10.In.1
9. The holy instant becomes a lesson in how to hold ALL of your
brothers in YOUR mind, experiencing not loss, but COMPLETION.
T15.VI.5
10. The recognition of the part as whole, and of the whole in every part,
is PERFECTLY natural.
T16.II.3

11. The body is a limit imposed on the universal communication which
is an eternal property of mind. But the communication is INTERNAL.
Mind reaches ITSELF. It is NOT made up of different PARTS, which
reach each other. It does not go OUT. Within ITSELF, it HAS no limits,
and there is nothing OUTSIDE it. It encompasses EVERYTHING. It
encompasses you ENTIRELY; you within it, and it within you. There IS
nothing else, anywhere or ever.
T18.VI.8
12. The ego SEPARATES through the body. The Holy Spirit reaches
THROUGH it to others. You do not interpret you brothers’ bodies, AND
YOURS solely as a means of JOINING THEIR MINDS and uniting them
with yours and mine. This interpretation of the body will change your
mind entirely about its value. Of itself it has NONE. If you use it for
attack it is harmful to you. But if you use it ONLY to reach the minds of
those who believe they are bodies and teach them THROUGH the body
that THIS IS NOT SO, you will begin to understand the power of the
mind that is in both of you. If you use the body for this, and ONLY for
this, you CANNOT use it for attack. In the service of uniting, it becomes
a beautiful lesson in communion, which has value until communion is.
Communication ENDS separation. Attack PROMOTES it. The body is
ugly or beautiful, savage or holy, helpful or harmful, according to the
use to which it is put. And in the body of another you will see the use to
which you put YOURS.
T8.VII.2
13. Remember that knowledge PRECEEDS denial, and that the
separation was a descent from magnitude to littleness. And so the way
back is to retrace the way to magnitude.
T10.IV.8
14. The instant that the mad idea of making your relationship with God
unholy seemed to be possible, ALL relationships were made
meaningless. In that unholy instant time was born, and bodies made to
house the mad idea, and give it the ILLUSION of reality. And so it
SEEMED to have a home, that held together for a little while in time,
and vanished. For what could house this mad idea AGAINST reality,
but for an instant?
T20.VI.8
15. God Gave you all there is. And to be sure you could not lose it, did
He ALSO give the same to every living thing as well. And thus IS every
living thing a part of you as of Himself. No idol (anything you hold
outside yourself) can establish you as MORE than God. But YOU will
never be content with being LESS.
T29.VII.9
16. No one can know his function unless he knows who he is. T8.VII.7
17. God is in you, with you, above you around you and behind you. SB

18. Everything is within you.
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19. Bulbs may be many, light is one. Pots may be many, water is one.
Paths may be many, Truth is one.
SB
20. I am in the light. The light is in me. I and the light are one.
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21. Our individual freedom is inextricably bound to the freedom of
every soul on earth.
Obama (inauguration day, 2013)
22. The consciousness in you and the consciousness in me, apparently
two, really one, seek unity (remove separation) and that is love.
~ Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj
Separation
1. Separation from God is the only lack man really needs to correct. His
separation would never have occurred if he had not distorted his
perception of truth, and thus perceived himself as lacking. T1.VI.2
2. Man has every reason to feel anxious, as he perceives himself. This is
why he cannot escape fear until he KNOWS that he DID not and CAN
not create himself. He can NEVER make this misperception valid, and
when he at last PERCEIVES clearly, he is GLAD HE CAN’T. His
Creation is beyond his own error variance, and this is why he MUST
eventually choose to heal the Separation.
T3.IV.3
3. The mind DID divide itself when it willed to create its own levels
AND the ability to perceive them. But it could NOT entirely separate
itself from the Soul, because it is FROM the Soul that it derives its whole
power to create. Even in mis-creating, will is affirming its source, or it
would merely cease to be. This is impossible, because it IS part of the
Soul, which God created, and which is therefore eternal.
T3.IV
4. You HAVE dreamed of a separated ego, and you HAVE believed in a
world which rested upon it. This is very real to you. You cannot undo
this by doing nothing and not changing.
T3.VII.6
5. The mind can make the belief in Separation VERY real and VERY
fearful. And this belief IS the devil. It is powerful, active, destructive,
and clearly in opposition to God, because it literally denies His
Fatherhood. Never underestimate the power of this denial. Look at your
lives and see what the devil has made. But KNOW that this making will
surely dissolve in the light of truth, because its foundation IS a lie.
T3.VII.8

6. God, who encompasses ALL being, never the less created separate
beings who have everything individually, but who want to share it to
increase their joy. Nothing that is real can be increased EXCEPT by
sharing it. That is why God Himself created you. Divine Abstraction
takes joy in application and that is what creation MEANS. How, what,
and to whom are irrelevant, because real creation gives everything, since
it can only create like itself. Remember that in being, there is no
difference between having and being, as there is in existence. In the state
of being, the mind gives everything always.
T4.VII.5
7. The CONTINUING will to remain separated is the only possible
reason for continuing guilt feelings.
T5.V.8
8. The full awareness of the Atonement is the recognition that the
separation NEVER OCCURED.
T6. II.10
9. When God created you, He made you part of Him. That is why attack
WITHIN the Kingdom is impossible. But YOU made the ego without
love, and so it does not love YOU. You would not remain WITHIN the
Kingdom without love, and since the Kingdom IS love, you believe you
are WITHOUT it. This enables the ego to regard itself as SEPARATE
AND OUTSIDE ITS MAKER, thus speaking for the part of your mind
that believes YOU are separate and outside the Mind of God.
T6.IV.2
10. The separation was not a loss of perfection, but a failure in
COMMUNICATION. A harsh and strident form of communication
arose as the ego’s voice. It could not shatter the peace of God, but it
COULD shatter YOURS. God did not blot it out, because to eradicate it
would be to attack it. Being questioned, He did not question. He merely
gave the Answer. God’s answer IS your teacher.
T6IV.12
11. God did not make the body, because it is destructible, and therefore
not of the Kingdom. The body is the symbol of WHAT YOU THINK
YOU ARE. It is clearly a separation device, and therefore does not exist.
T6.V.A.2
12. All the separated ones have a basic fear of retaliation and
abandonment. This is because they BELIEVE in attack and rejection, so
this is what they perceive and teach and LEARN. These insane concepts
are clearly the result of their own dissociation and projection. What you
teach, you are, but it is quite apparent that you can teach wrongly, and
therefore TEACH YOURSELVES WRONG. An insane learner learns
strange lessons.
T6.V.B.1
13. A person conceives of himself as separated, largely because he
perceives OF himself as bounded by a body. Only if he perceives as a
MIND can he overcome this.
T7.II.13

14. All sickness comes from separation. When the separation is denied, it
goes.
T26.VII.2
15. The cause of pain is separation, NOT the body, which is only its
EFFECT.
T28.III.5
16. There is only one problem, separation, and one solution, it never
happened.
WKBK 79, 80, 100
17. Considering oneself as different from others is called ego.
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18. We are not the separated trying to connect with Source. We are the
fully and seamlessly connected, that are made ONE with HIM by Him,
and it is but the illusion of separation that we must rid from our minds
eye.
Quang Minh Tam
Holy Relationship
1. In this world, God’s son comes closest to himself in a holy
relationship. There he begins to find the certainty his Father has in him.
And there he finds his function of restoring his Father’s laws to what
was held OUTSIDE them, and finding what was lost. Only in time can
anything BE lost, but never lost forever. So do the parts of God’s Son
gradually join in time, and with each joining is the end of time brought
nearer. Each miracle of joining is a mighty herald of eternity. No-one
who has a single purpose, unified and sure, can BE afraid. No-one who
SHARES his purpose with him can NOT be one with him.
Each herald of eternity sings of the end of sin and fear. Each speaks in
time of what is far BEYOND it. Two voices, raised together, call to the
hearts of everyone, and let them beat as one. And in that single heart
beat is the unity of love proclaimed and given welcome. Peace to your
holy relationship, which has the power to hold the unity of the Son of
God together. You give to one another for EVERYONE. And in your gift
is everyone made glad.
T.20.1+2
2. A holy relationship starts from the premise that each one has looked
within, and seen NO lack. ACCEPTING his completion, he would
EXTEND it by JOINING with another, whole as himself. What is born
into a holy relationship can never end.
T22.In.3
3. A holy relationship is a common state of mind, where both give errors
gladly to correction, that both may happily be healed as one. T22.In.3
4. Marriage is to be between one man and one woman for self-control.
On Promiscuity – Dogs have that freedom.
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People are homosexuals because of weakness of mind.
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5. The moral fabric of a society depends on the purity of its women.
Bhagavad Gita
6. I have come to perfect the law. The law says do not commit adultery. I
say do not even look at another woman.
Matt 5:26
Specialness
1. You who prefer specialness to sanity could not obtain it in your right
minds. You were at peace until you asked for special favor. And God
did not give it. For the request was alien to Him, and you could not ask
this of a Father who truly loved His Son. Therefore, you made of Him an
UNloving father, demanding of Him what only such a father COULD
give. And the peace of God’s Son was shattered, for he no longer
understood his Father. He feared what he had made, but still more, did
he fear his REAL Father, having attacked his glorious equality WITH
HIM.
T13.III.10
2. It is in the special relationship, born of the hidden wish for special
love from God, that the ego's hatred triumphs. For the special
relationship is THE RENUNCIATION OF THE LOVE OF GOD, and the
attempt to secure for the self the specialness that HE denied. T16.V.4
3. In this world, it is impossible to create, But it IS possible to make
happy. We have said repeatedly that the Holy Spirit would not
DEPRIVE you of your special relationships, but would TRANSFORM
them.
T17.IV.2
4. Only the special COULD have enemies, for they are different, and
NOT the same. And difference of ANY kind imposes orders of reality,
and a need to judge that cannot BE escaped. What God created
CANNOT be attacked, for there is nothing in the universe unlike itself.
T24.I.3
5. You would oppose this course because it teaches you YOU ARE
ALIKE. You have NO purpose that is not the same.
T24.I.8
6. I have come to tell you that you and I are exactly the same.
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Oneness - Let the different faiths exist, let them flourish, and let the
glory of God be sung in all the languages and a variety of tunes. That
should be the ideal. Respect the differences between the faiths and
recognize them as valid as long as they do not extinguish the flame of
unity. Sathya Sai Baba
Love All ~ Serve All

